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Take the Complexity Out of Retirement
NEW YORK—MONTH XX, 2017—Morgan James’s new release, Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger? Your
Strategic Guide to Retire with Confidence by Mary Sterk, shows those approaching retirement age how to retire with
confidence and comfortably enjoy the rest of life.
There are many issues facing people as they consider retirement. From the potential for major health issues to knowing when to take out Social Security, those approaching retirement age find themselves lying awake at night wondering when, and even if, retirement will be possible. CFP Mary Sterk takes the complex issue of retirement planning and gives workers straight-forward advice that is easy to understand and simple to follow.
Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger doesn’t focus on selling financial products or talking down to those struggling
with the intricacies of retirement. Instead, Sterk helps individuals approaching retirement age understand how to
safeguard against health issues’ impact on retirement plans, create an investment strategy that ensures money will
never run out, and so much more.
In a world filled with an overwhelming variety of information, it can be difficult to know what to do and where to
turn for guidance. Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger familiarizes readers with all aspects of retirement, from social security rules to Long Term care decisions, enabling them to make educated decisions about the rest of their
lives.
There are no do-overs in retirement. Those approaching retirement need a path, a strategy, and a guide they can
trust. Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger provides readers with the confidence to make smart retirement decisions
and most importantly, shows them how to determine exactly how much money is necessary to feel comfortable pulling the retirement trigger.
If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mary Sterk, please call Amy
Macfarlane 605-217-3555.

About the Author:
Mary Sterk, CFP, is the owner of Sterk Financial Services in Dakota Dunes, SD. Mary’s inspirational story of
fighting her way from Welfare to Wealth Management has motivated many people to believe that anything is possible. In her down time, Mary enjoys spending time with her three children and one grandson, and flying her Piper
Cherokee.
More About This Title:
Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger? Your Strategic Guide to Retire with Confidence by Mary Sterk will be released by Morgan James Publishing on June 20, 2017. Ready to Pull the Retirement Trigger—ISBN 9781683502388—has 117 pages and is being sold as a trade paperback for $14.95.
About Morgan James Publishing:
Morgan James publishes trade quality titles designed to educate, encourage, inspire, or entertain readers with current, consistent, relevant topics that are available everywhere books are sold. (www.MorganJamesPublishing.com)
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